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Abstract- This article suggests a method ofdata hiding taking use of In an initial classification, watermarking methods are
matrix operations with the aim of bringing an increase to data classified into two parts namely those based on spatial
hiding capacity. In order to realize such an objective a 4 X 4 matrix domain [1] and those based on frequency domain [2,3,4]. In
Key with its members being the digits 1, 2, and 3, is used in the way spatial domain-based methods, the information is embedded
that a 4 X 4 block of the host image and 4 bytes out of the message . . .

o

are turned into a 4 X 4 matrix with 2-bit members and after they byte modifcti o ixel vales In frequency domain
have been combined with each other, the 4 X 4 matrix with one-bit based methods, the image is taken to a frequency domain
members shall be worked out in the way that the product of its such as Wavelet [2], DCT [3] or DFT [4] and watermarking
multiplication by the Key is the same or nearly the same as matrix is, then, made on the coefficient values in the related
resultingfrom the combination. In this way, a change by n bits in the frequency domain. In some other researches, the
host image shall provide after the placement of one-bit matrix classification of watermarking methods is based on the
members at the least significant bits ofpixels ofthe host image, shall accessibility to the original image during the recovery [1,3].
provide for data hiding by 2n bits in it. Experiments have been In the first method, which is called public or blind
indicative of the fact that there are proper capacity, complexity, watermarking, there is no need to the original image during
visibility and undetectability indicators in this method in addition to the re
a high flexibility and the possibility for combination of the method privecovery of the hidden information. The second method is
with other methods. However, the presence of error and low private watermarking ornon-blindwatermarking inwhichthe
robustness are major disadvantages ofthe method. original image is required for recovery [2].

Our method is an utterly novel method in spatial domain
Keywords- Watermarking; Data hiding; Image processing; Matrix and no other method of similar characteristics has been
operation; Capacity proposed. Our main focus was increase in capacity

considering the six indicators already mentioned, as far as
1. INTRODUCTION possible the other indicators are of a proper degree. While

maximum hiding capacity corresponds with the number of
No more than a decade has elapsed since the beginning of the changed bits in the image with the usual LSB methods

serious research works in the field of data hiding and digital and an increase in capacity requires a change in greater
watermarking; but broad research has been made during this number of bits inside the image, we provide for hiding of
short period. Watermarking is simply the embedding of a greater data inside the image taking use of matrix operations
message in a digital medium to prove ownership of the and hence by fixing the number of varying bits. Robustness
medium or hidden transmission of data by it. In this direction, has been lowered considering the reciprocity of the indicators
the media such as image, video and audio may be used. with the increase in capacity and the other five indicators
The development of Internet involves the requirement for have a proper status. More over, there exists errors in the

the means of prevention of unauthorized disclosure of present method i.e. the data recovered at the destination are
information including image information. Furthermore, in not in a full conformity with hidden data. As a result, this
other areas such as Identification Cards, there is the important method shall be proper for the applications where no major
requirement for the means to prevent the issuance. To decide problem is associated with the presence of errors. Inclusion of
the validity of the card, a scanner provides an image of the an image within another image is among the applications one
card and effort shall be made for the recovery of the hidden may consider for this method.
information. Section 2 offers the method for embedding a message,
In general, watermarking operations consist of two steps. section 3 gives an account of recovery, section 4 discuss

The hidden information are embedded in the digital medium parameter alteration, section 5 gives the experimental results
during the first phase and they are recovered during the next and an evaluation of the method, section 6 contains
stage. conclusion and finally section 7 includes further research.
A proper watermarking shall maintain the properties such

as robustness, capacity, complexity, visibility, undetectability 2. DATA EMBEDDING
and security of embedding and recovery. It is rather
impossible for a single system to provide all this complete set A message of m bits can be hidden inside the host image
of features, but the different methods provides a proper by providing a change by n bits in the host image with this
combination of the above specifications.
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method, in the way that m>n. the supposition is that the Selection may be made taking use of the following function:
message can be an image, a text or a series of irregular or f(x) = (x / 8)mod 8
randomized bits and this shall not effect the result. As an The matrix obtained at this phase is named H. Manner of
example, let us suppose an image is available. To give an selection of this matrix is illustrated in figure 3.
idea of hiding methods, we have first provided a description Phase 3: The two matrixes P and H obtained in the previousof the basic method taking use of 4 x 4 blocks in this section
and the other aspects of the method shall follow in the phasespare comn with ethe r so tanthi meaner

secion Hece,we hal tke se f 44 mtri K corresponds both with the host image and the message,coming X ey. resulting in a change in the value obtained with the variationThe matrix elements of Key are 1, 2, or 3, that is:Thematrix elements of Key are 1, 2, or 3, that is n either of them and in this way the security of the method is
Key = 4 a1eij 1,2,3}, i, j = 1 4 improved. We use XOR operation and the resulting matrix of

Figure 1 illustrates hiding process that consists five phases this phase is named PH.
as follows.

Host Select a 4*4 Select bits no. 4, 5
Image block(M) h =(m /32 )mod 8

I I ~~~~4 byte selection and Convert I] F] I] [ llEMessage to a4*4 block (P) PH=PXORH \1
Host image block

Replacing X Finding X that C=Key*X is nearest Key
at LSB ofM to PH x,j Et{1,2}J | t

Fig. 1. Data hiding process * H

Phase 1: First, four bytes of the message is taken and it is, in F[ [1 [1 [1
the method given in figure 2, converted to a matrix with
double-bit elements that are numbers 0,1,2 and 3 and it is Fig.3. Converting one block form host image to a matrix
given the name P. selection of the four bytes can be made
from the beginning of the message and in a sequential or non- Phase 4: The objective in this phase is to find an X binary
sequential from taking use of pseudorandom sequences 4 x 4 matrix in the way that: KeyxX = PH(mod4)
generator key. The four matrixes X1, X2, X3 and X4 with a size of

lTTTTTh1 l4 x 1 is taken for this procedure in the way that they provide

+UDIM22 +ZFr'MM/MMMMME1MM one PH column each. After the matrixes have been found,
L W + they are placed in X columns. Each matrix enjoys 16 states

E 3 E 3 JE1 and considering that it is impossible to find the state to give
DIIIm1111 Illlthe exact matrix of interest, it shall be reasonable to find the

m closest value to the answer and provide it as the acceptable
answer. Weighty error is used to the closest state. Then

[mlmmmm matrix S is calculated for each Xi taking
P 4 1L]1E as S = Key x X, (Mod4) formula and elements of matrix ER

that indicates its difference with PH is obtained by:
Fig.2. Converting 4 message byte to a matrix eri = s i XOR phi Vj,j = L..4

After the matrix ER has been calculated, total error is
Phase 2: A 4 x 4 block of the host image is selected, out of calculated in a weighty form that is the elements of its first
each element two optional bits (without considering the bits row are multiplied in 26, the second row in 24 and the next
of LSB to be used for making changes in host image) and a 2
4x4 matrix with double-bit elements shall be generated as two rows in 2 and 20 respectively and the sum for each
stated in previous phase. As the first and the second bits have column is obtained in this way. As stated in the first phase,
smaller changes and they provide a uniform matrix and LSB the bits of greater significant were place in the upper rows inbitsmallereeasichangeswidthey apchangeviniean if magexwd LS order to convert the message to 4 x 4 matrix and the leastbits are easilv chanaes with a chanae in the imape. we select
thout an th fift bit thaare avrae of thsw.O significant bits were placed in the last line, that iS why the
couse,onma tae se f ithr o te ohe tw bt. aforesaid multipliers are used in order to direct the error

toward bits of smaller value and the more important bits are
free from error as far as possible. Value of Sumer is defined
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for this and its members are calculated with the following 4. PARAMETERS ALTERATION
formula: sumer = erJ * 282j?

j=1.4
As stated, the method presented here is a basic method with

Sumer is determined for each column and the identical Y capacity improvement being a major objective. On the other
placed in calculated column of so that at the least hand, the error is the most problem with the method and may

increase or decrease both of them with some modifications.
significant bits of the identical block is placed in host image The most important parameters evaluated here, are the Key
during the next phase. and size of blocks.
Phase 5: The elements of 4 x 4 binary matrix X replace least Key: The most important parameter presented, is Key.
significant bits of the block selected from the image. Decision of the Key has major effects on the degree of error
Considering that the elements of this matrix were 1 and 2, and different Keys provide different results.
replace 2 with 0 in LSB. Block Size: The block size has a great role in errors. With the

After the aforesaid procedure, 4 x 8=32 bits of data was increase in size of the blocks, time is increased in an
hidden inside the message by changing 4 x 4=1 6 bits of the accelerated manner with a multiplier of 2, as the number of
host image. It is evident that the data placed here are not the
exact message of interest but a message with error. p X s

increase in complexity of mxm block proportionate to nx n
3. DATA EXTRACTION is: t(n)= 0(2"),t(m)= 0(2m)- > t(m-n)= 0(2mn) while

the arrangement of data may change and it has its effect on
To obtain the data, we need Key, H and X matrixes. the result. There are two states of changing in the

Supposing that the key is known for the receiver (or it gains it arrangement of data: The first is to increase the data selected
in a way with a pseudorandom sequences generator or from and changed into matrixes in any phase with the enlargement
the image), thus the other two matrixes are extracted from the of the blocks so that it covers the whole matrix that is for
image. Calculation of the two stated matrixes out of each nxn block, twice that, 2xnxn bits of data is changed into
block of image is in the way that fourth and fifth elements of matrix and the subsequent phases are implemented. In this
the block selected from the host image, gives us matrix H and way, total capacity remains fixed and twice the number of
the eighth bit of matrix X. method of the procedure is pixels of host image is hidden inside it. With the enlargement
illustrated by Figure 4. Then the product of Key x X(mod 4) in the size of blocks, the error is increased as well. The
is calculated and the matrix obtained is made XOR with the second state is to keep fixed the data in each column. In this
H obtained from the image so that 4 x 4 matrix with double- state, 4 x n bytes of data are hidden in the first four rows of
bit elements is obtained that is the P matrix introduced in matrix P for the block nx n and the next rows of matrix are
embedding. In other words: determined to be zero. Upon calculation of error, zero
P = H XOR (Key x X(mod 4)) multiplier is considered for these rows so that the error in

(Kurbyeyofmessaga(mod ai these rows is increased and the error in the rows containing
Fnourobtesoessagce areobthai ed in tht e firo data is decreased. With the application of this method, there

phaneop esequedinc is created an inverse relation between the volume of error and
size of the block while the capacity of each column remains
fixed and total capacity is decreased with the enlargement of
blocks and decrease in their number.

D lD l El Other than the Key and block size, there are other
D Dg g parameters to be changed as well. As an example one may

Fl Fl Fl Fl increase volume of the data to be hidden with an enlargement
El Fl Fl El

of multiplication capacity that may result in the increase in
DDDD22 gJ 1 error as well.

4*4 block of host image There are other approaches to reduction of error in addition
I IF taking use of minor and unimportant elements and

transmission of error. The other approach is to use the error
correction codes and convert of message codes to these

D2 D D ( E) E 2 before converting to matrix P. The other approach is to

El El El El H

g consider the existed error in general after the completion of
4- D D D D procedures on blocks and to compress them to be placed in

D D D D D D D D
2 |Xthe image. Part of host image should be allocated to this and

D D D D J2 gg it can't be used for hiding. It shall result in a decrease in
capacity and error and the receiver shall modify the message
after extraction of the message and compressed error.

Fig.4.Extracting X & H from watermarked image Compression degree needed for the basic algorithm should be
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over 5000 so that the total variations in host image are smaller of error is a further problem in case on decides to use the
than the volume of hidden data. method for exact message transmission, may not use it.

However, it is proper for hiding of images and can decrease
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS the error by enlargement of blocks and fixing data amount or

by compression of error.
Considering that complexity and capacity are calculated

with a formula, the tests carried out have focused on visibility 7. FURTHER RESEARCH
and undetectability. Taking use of the three gray scale images
256 x 256 as a host and the three images as a message with Considering that the error was the first problem, its
the sizes 128x128, 114x114, 104x104 and 96x96, the removal may be the first priority. Moreover, finding
following results were obtained for the sizes of 4 x 4, 5 x 5, approaches for increasing robustness shall be the next
6 x 6 and 7 x 7 blocks and one byte of data was placed in each priority. In addition to removal of method problems,
column and in the first four rows of each block. Table 1 improvement of positive aspects may be considered as well.
indicates PSNR of all the states and comparison of the same The first indicator in this regard is security. In order to
with ordinary state in which a 92 x 92 image has been improve one may use some methods such as multiple Keys in
included in last bits. Table 2 gives number and percentage of the way that any one or more Key block is considered
the points the LSB of which having become equal to 1 after separately. In this way, the possible combinations of Key are
data hiding. As illustrated by table 1, PSNR is more than increased and security is improved specially if the Keys are
normal state by our method and visibility is at good state. A interrelated. Therefore, it will be impossible without an
study of table 2 shall indicates that in any state, percentage of original key and the relation of the keys with each other. In
the points with the last bit equal to 1 is almost 50% and this case on decide a key for each block considering its
provides for the image to be considered an ordinary image characterization, then smaller error shall be combined with a
from the view of a machine. better security.
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Table 1. PSNR comparison between proposed method and simple LSB. Table 2. Number & percentage of pixels with LSB=1 at host image before
and after data hiding.

Peppers Couple Camera LSB= % LSB=I % LSB=I %
on w e w e wIe 32653 49.8 32543 49.66 32598 49.74

CD II0 CDa CD I Peppers Couple Camera

4 X 4 44.65 45.82 45.81 32721 49.93 32679 49.86 32940 50.26
5X5 Lena 29.77 44.46 28.29 45.84 30.30 45.62 32893 50.19 32759 49.99 32410 49.45
6 X 6 44.72 45.79 45.65 31251 47.69 33032 50.40 31651 48.30
7 X 7 44.68 45.611 45.65 33787 51.55 33850 51.65 34119 52.06
4X4 44.50 45.76 45.64 32437 49.49 32767 50.00 32684 49.87

5X5 IBigl9714460 i89 4552< 03 45.85 L32490 |49.58 |32614 |49.77 |32826 |50.09
6X6 44.60 45.63 45.75 31906 48.68 32132 49.03 32578 49.71
7X7 ______44.72 ___ 45.83 ___ 45.73 33905 51.73 33774 51.54 33769 51.53
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